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Climb aboard your vehicle and become the master of the track! Win races and customize your vehicle! Versus AI or your
friends! Improve your vehicle as you go! Play on the controller or keyboard! Different circuits are waiting for you!

 Features:

■ Pretty decorations!
■ Customization system!

■ Different circuits!
■ Vehicle performance improvement purchases!

■ Good music!
■ View to the third and first person!

■ Partial controller support!
■ Multiplayer! (fix in an upcoming update)
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It's better than most sword fighting weapons I see.
The price is not expensive. I support you.. a good time for you and your friends, locally, online.

the soundtrack rocks.

! highly recommended !
. Pretty good, I only can recommend it for people with 3d tho. 3D (I'm using Nvidia's) is awesome with this game (5 to 15
percent trust me on this) really wish their was a middle of the road button for these reviews..... I would have recommended this
game as positive, but it got stuck on collecting wooden pieces on the pier. No matter how many times I went back and forth or
tried to click to collect the wooden piece, it would not allow me to do so and therefore I could not continue with the game and
therefore I cannot recommend this specific play. Having said that - up tothis time the game was good and I enjoyed the fact that
you had to collect your 'hints'. It was more challenging therefore.. I honestly don't know what people hate about this game. I feel
like it has some major potential. While the game doesn't feel finished, it does feel like a decent racing game. I get that there are
no licensed cars, but it doesn't really matter if you aren't a car fanatic. My only problem is the physics. They aren't realistic at
all. I spin out at random times, even when I shouldn't. Overall, it is an okay racing game. (B-). I love this game, it's a great and
fun spin on tower defense and it kills me to have to leave it negative review, however Aksys leaves me little choice. They have a
dead\/unmonitored fake customer support email that as of this review has been nearly 1 and a half months since I requested help
and if they were aware of the PC issues of this port,to get absolutely no response whatsoever.
 I contacted Steam to get a try to flush your cache etc. did all that still no fix, steams final answer, "we apologize but since valve
didn't make it there's nothing we can do."

Which I think they could, as in keeping trash off steam that's abandoned and unsupported. This is a fairly new game it's not like
it's a Good Old Game with the dev\/pub out of business etc. Even then GOG will refund in full up to 30 whole days if your issue
is unresolvable, but back on topic. I tried looking up the dev to contact for help but they only have Japanese sites unless you read
and write fluent Japanese you wont get much there. So you've been warned, Aksys is a trash scum company that has no support
and does not support any product they dump on us so do no give them your business.

They have a lot of nerve to waste 20 seconds of my life every time I boot up this game warning me about priacy and how it hurts
everyone. No. Your dump it, forget it, ignore the customer does far, far more damage. Aksys is now on my never buy from
again list.. I really wanted this game to turn into something good, but it didn't. It's very poorly made and sorry devs, but you
don't seem to know a lot about the weapons you put in the game. lol I almost crapped my pants when one of your guys said he's
an Army or Marine vet or something, and had no idea how the MK18 should operate mechanically. You had a cool concept, but
I'm afraid you blew it.. Absolutely love this game! The art style is original, the combat is fun, it's very humorous, and the length
is perfect! Play it!. Trump wants my wall please help
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it's not working :(
. Tedious.... boring and painful. I played this game at my freind's computer and decided to get it for myself
If you like tycoon games get it, at least to support the developers this game in the right path to become a really great tycoon
game.
Yes it's still in early access but it has plenty of gameplay and based on the announcments the developer seems to be working to
add more and more features. I also cheked out the developers twitter account and they recintly posted an update on a new UI
which looks amazing.
Also a really great thing is that the developers are very resposive. I messaged them through email and I got a response in less
than 12 hours that's really cool from them.
I'm really exited to see where this game is going.. this game is so bad, good thing i got it 75%, off complete waste of time. needs
more maps and powerups...
good enough tho
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